
Thoughts about the Ruin Exploration – RPG  

The game so far would work very well as a first time playing Pen-and-Paper, even with a 
younger group of players as a lot of rules and math can be overwhelming fast.  

The Concept of the game is that every player is a regular modern human being of their own 
choice. Don’t have to be yourself, you can be whoever you wanna be, but human it has to be. 
Your group of characters start in a place of the GM’s own choice and eventually makes their 
way to the nearby ruins, following stories or rumours about someone still living in the old place.  

As the players make their way through this environment, they get exposed to magic and has to 
roll a D12 for the exposure. When they reach 8 or higher the character has gained a random but 
permanent magic skill card. 

This magic the players can use to fight against enemies that appears through the ruins and 
further into the adventure for fighting as it gives a higher damage roll than a regular punch or 
kick.  

To fight and explore, a player must create a comic strip, from random panels in the different 
piles.  

Action Strip and Exploration Strip 

Every character starts out with one brawler card. Randomly picked from the brawler pile. As a 
human being we’re all capable of throwing a punch or kick someone’s ass.  

And with magic exposure eventually the player has to pick a magic card from the pile. Giving 
them a random magic ability.  

When making an Action Strip, the player chooses to put down a card on the table indicating 
they want to attack the opponent. The Player then pulls a Hit or Miss card by rolling a D6 and 
pulls the card of the number out from the top. If the player roll a 4 it’ll be Card number 4 from 
the top. 

After that there will follow a consequence card all depending on whether you hit or miss. These 
Consequence Cards has either a good effect or bad effect or no effect.  

So the Strip now would look like this:  

Action Card – Hit/Miss Card – Consequence Card  

When an Action strip has been created it’s up to the player to describe in details what happens.  



If the GM decides the description is efficient they can choose to give the player Exposure 
Points, which the Player then can choose to change an outcome of an exploration or action 
strip by taking a new Obstacle Card or new Hit/Miss card – both from the top of the pile. 

- 

The Exploration Strip is the same concept but can easily get longer than an action strip as it is 
about taking its time and well… explore. The GM is also allowed to interfere if they feel the 
players need to pick an obstacle card or another exploration card. It’s about checking out the 
ruins of the place the players are walking around so first they’ll pull and Exploration Card.  

This can be everything from more hallways to stairs to a split end.  

Afterwards they’ll pull an obstacle card which can be trouble like darkness to flooding to a 
monster blocking the path. 

When the player has defeated the obstacle or entered a new area, the end of the strip would 
be a consequence card. It can be anything like a treasure room, to an empty dungeon. And after 
that you’ll retell and continue your way.  

When the exploration strip is finished all the cards will be packed to the bottom of their 
respected piles  

 

 

 

 

 


